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the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

CUMIS INSURANCE SOCIETY, INC.,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
V.

WADE MASSEY and CAPITOL WEST
APPRAISALS,
Defendants-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
AUGMENT THE RECORD
Supreme Court Docket No. 40002-2012
Canyon County Docket No. 2010-3993

A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD was filed by counsel for Respondents on
February 22, 2013. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondents' MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD
be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document listed below,
file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion:
1. Affidavit of Joe Huffman, file-stamped January 25, 2012.
DATED this

}~

day of February, 2013.

For the Supreme Court

Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk

cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER TITLE-Docket No. 40002-2012

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351

John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
PO Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300

Facsimile: (208) 342·4344
2700.024\Affid Joe Huffinan.w'pd

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
CUMIS INSURANCE SOCIETY, INC.,

Case No. CVl0-3993
AFFIDAVIT OF JOE HUFFMAN

Plaintiff,

vs.

WADE MASSEY and CAPITOL WEST
APPRAISALS,
Defendants.
STATE OF MISSOURI
County of~

)
:ss
)

I, JOE HUFFMAN, being first duly sworn upon oath, do hereby depose and state
under penalty of perjury:
1.

I am an appraiser, and currently licensed in the States of Texas, Oklahoma,

Nevada and Hawaii. I have practiced professional appraising, including appraisals of
residential properties, since 1991. Attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A" is a

summary of my education and experience.
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As a result of my education and experience, I am familiar with the Uniform
Standards

of Professional

Appraisal

Practice

("USPAP"),

Advisory

Opinions

("Opinions") and Statements of Appraisal Standards ("Statements"), which the Appraisal
Standards Board promulgates, revises and approves and are published by The Appraisal
Foundation. The State ofidaho adopts USPAP by statute and administrative rule.
3.

In the year during which the events giving rise to this lawsuit occurred, 2007, the

2006 Edition of USPAP governed appraisers in the State of Idaho by operation of statute
and administrative rule.

lJSPAP establishes the standards

practice with which

appraisers must act and practice in accordance.
4.

In preparing this affidavit, f reviewed the following materials:
(a.)

Affidavit of Ernie Menchaca;

(b.)

12/20/06 Appraisal of 16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607, by
Julimma 0. Niehans;

(c.)

9/20/10 Appraisal of 16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607, effective
date 6/13/07, by Paul R. Bull;

(d.)

6113107 Appraisal Report of 16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607, by
Wade Massey;

(e.)

Affidavit of Wade Massey;

(f.)

Relevant portions of the Interagency Appraisal Evaluation Guidelines
(1994);

(g.)

Relevant portions of USP AP (2006), Opinions (2006) and Statements
(2006); and
30(b)(6) Deposition of Cumis Insurance Society, Inc., 5/17/11.

(h.)
5.

The following definitions from USP AP (2006) are relevant to this lawsuit:
(a.)

ASSIGNMENT: a valuation service provided as a consequence of an
agreement between an appraiser and a client;
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(b.)

CLIENT: the party or patties who engage an appraiser (by employment
or contract) in a specific assignment.

ConL111ent: The client identified by the appraiser in an appraisal, appraisal review, or
appraisal consulting assigp~111ent (or in the assignment workfile) is the party or paities
with whom the appraiser has an appraiser-client relationship in the related assignment,
and may be an individual, group, or entity;
(c.)

INTENDED USE: the use or uses of an appraiser's reported appraisal,
appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment opinions and
conclusions, as identified by the appraiser based on communication
the client at the time of the assigninent;

(d.)

INTE"NlJED USER: the client and any other party as identified, by name
or type, as users of the appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting
report by the appraiser on the basis of communication with the
at the
time of the assignment;

( e.)

REPORT: any communication, written or oral, of an appraisal, appraisal
review, or appraisal consulting service that is transmitted to the client
upon completion of an assigmnent

Comment: Most reports are written and most clients mandate written rep01is. Oral report
requirements (see the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE) are included to
cover comi testimony and other oral communications of an appraisal, appraisal review, or
appraisal consulting service.
6.

Clearwater Mmigage, Inc. engaged Wade Massey to perfom1 an appraisal of

16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607. In his affidavit, Mr. Massey stated that he had
never spoken with anybody at Idahy, and did not consider Idahy his client In turn, there
was no agreement between Ivfr. Massey and Idahy the consequence of which
would provide a valuation service for Idahy regmding 16462 Plum Road, CaldweH, Idaho
83607. As such, there was no "Assignment" as defined by USPAP between Mr. Massey
and Idahy.

7.

Idahy was not Mr. Massey's "Client" because Idahy did not engage him to

provide a valuation service for 16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607.
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8.

Nor was Idahy an "Intended User" of the 6/13/07 Appraisal Report of 16462

Plum Road, Caldwell, Ida:.~o 83607 because Idahy was never identified as such, was not
Mr. Massey's client and there was no communication between Idahy and Mr. Massey in
which it was contemplated that he would provide valuation services to Idahy.
9.

Because Idahy was not 1v1r. j\fassey's "Client," and, in any event, there was no

communication between Idahy and Mr. Massey or transmission of the 6/13/07 Appraisal
Report of 16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho 83607 from Mr. Massey to Idahy, the
6/13/07 Appraisal Report neither named Idahy as a Client or Intended User, which would
have occurred at the time of assignment with Clearwater Mortgage, Inc. This is fmther
supported by the fact there was no assignment or transfer of the 6/13/07 Appraisal Report
from Clearwater Mortgage, Inc. to Idahy.
10.

Because it is the engagement for an "Assignment," not payment for the same

that creates the appraiser-client relationship, the fact that Idahy paid for the 6/13/07
Appraisal Report does not make Idahy a "Client" of :'Vlt-. Massey.
11.

Idahy's borrowers, the Hruzas, were not "Clients" of Mr. Massey.

12.

Pursuant to Statement No. 9, the fact that a party receives a "Report" does not

make the recipient a party to the appraiser-client relationship. Nor does receipt of the
report thereby render the recipient an "Intended User." Therefore, neither Idahy nor the
borrowers Hruza were Mr. Massey's "Client[s]" because they received a copy of the

6/13/07 Appraisal Report.
13.

The Office of the Comptroller of the Cun-ency (OCC), the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System (FRB), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC,
and the Office of the Thrift Supervision (OTS) (collectively the "Agencies") issued the
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Interagency Appraisal Evaluation Guidelines (1994) to provide guidance to federally
regulated institutions and their employees about prudent evaluation and appraisal
policies, standards, practices and procedures.
14.

Under these guidelines and USPA•.P, Idahy's purported use of the 6/13/07 Report

Appraisal was improper because Idahy was not an Intended User or Client oflvfr.
Massey. Nor did Idahy engage 1vfr. Massey. The record is not clear how Idahy received
the 6/13/07 Report AppraisaL At its 30(b)(6) deposition, Idahy stated that it was unaware
of how it obtained a copy of the 6/13/07 Report Appraisal. But ifidahy received it from
the borrowers Hruza, Idahy should not have used or relied upon it. This follows from
guidelines stating that institutions involved in a federally related real estate transaction
are barred from using appraisals prepared by a person who the bonower has selected.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYE11i NAUGHT.
DATED this

day of

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN
January, 2012.

-~~-

.\Lcts~

day of

.~J) .~-t15ul.l, \\\...
Notary Public for h\ 1~,'5Qlq~1
'i"-.i

Residing at: ~-0.:v\\JL\ , /'f\ 0
My Commission Expires\] d... · ::::i - j

KAREN KCORUM
My Commission Expires
February 3, 2013
Clay Couniy
commi&•iM *Oa408995
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __ day of January, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated below,
addressed as follows:
Jeffrey M. Wilson
WILSON & MCCOLL
420 W. Washington
PO Box 1544
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 345-9100
Facsimile: (208) 384-0442
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
Patrick J. Collins
COLLL'JS & COLDWELL LLC
700 l St., Suite 1820
Denver, CO 80202
Telephone: (303) 296-7700
Facsimile: (303) 295-7160
Attorneyfor Plaintiff

AFFIDAVIT OF JOE HTJFFMAN

cf7i"'-.'

0
0

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

0

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

~)

tJ

JOE HUFFMA1V, 1USA
OUALIFICATIONS
21006 NE l 72ND STREET, HOLT, 1UISSOURI, 64048
816.420.9900
Professional Affiliations:
Member of National Association of Master Appraisers (MSA Designation 469)
Nationally approved AQB Certified USPAP Instructor No: I 0367

Education:
B.S. De£J:ree. Education. The University of Southern Illinois Universitv
Degree work included course work in curriculum development, developing test
and special courses in how to teach the adult. Taught basic Real Estate courses in
sales and appraising for secondary schools in the State of Oklahoma. Has been an
instructor for one of the leading provider of education in Real Estate Appraising
for approximately twenty years and has developed curriculum, taught courses and
monitored other instructors. Developed methodology to track courses and their
results. Has \vritten several seven hour and fifteen hour continuing education
courses.

Current States Certified:
Texas-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (TX-1328-3910)
Oklahoma-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (11129 CGA)
New York-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (46000036066)-inactive
Washington-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (1101001)-inactive
Missouri-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser (RA_ 003195)-inactive
Nevada-A0006621-CG
Illinois-153. 0001632-inactive
Louisiana-CG 1001-inactive
Hawaii-GCA-0000919
Wyoming-497-inactive
Utah-5484598-CGOO-inactive
Real Estate Work Experience:
Founder and Principal, Ike Pono Institute of Appraising, 2006-present
Ovvner and Director of Education specializing in the teaching of Appraisal
Theory classes, both for qualifying and continuing education. Responsible for
development of education courses and other publications.

~

EXHIBIT

i

14

~

Independent contractor associated with Lincoln Graduate Center, 1988-2004
Specializing in the teaching of Appraisal Theory classes, both for qualifying and
continuing education. Developed several continuing education courses, attend
annual instructor certification.
Founder and Principal of Western International Connections, Inc. 1994-2009
Specializing in the valuation and feasibility studies of retail petroleum properties,
and other type of properties with aspect to all disciplines of Real Estate.
Independent contractor associated with Petro Val, 2001-2009
Specializing in the valuation and feasibility studies ofretail petroleum properties.
Independent contractor associated with Hopkins Valuations Services, 1998, 2002
Specializing in the valuation and feasibility studies of retail petroleum properties.
Owner of Huffman Appraisals and Progressive Realty, 1988-1998
Performed real estate appraisals for all property types and environmental
consulting. Operated Progressive Realty, a RE/l\1AX franchised office in Altus
Oklahoma.
Real Estate Sales and Appraising. 1982-1988
Have worked with several Real Estate companies in the Altus Oklahoma area.
Experience includes appraisal of the following types of property:
Retail Petroleum Facilities
Convenience Stores
Travel Plazas
Service Stations
Truck Stops
Full Service Car Washes
Single-Family Residential
Commercial Land
Special Purpose
Fast Food Restaurants
Expert Witness- Federal Bankruptcy
Huffman is experienced with diversified types of assignments to include retail, single-family, and
special-use properties. Reports have been developed for a variety of purposes including:

finance, estate taxes, sales and purchase consultations, and taxation. Also qualified as an
expert court witness in cases involving divorce.

Geographical Coverage-areas where appraisal work has be done:
Appraisal work has been completed in numerous states including Arizona, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Georgia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, New York, Idaho, Utah, California,
Missouri, North Carolina, Mississippi, Florida, South Carolina, North Carolina, Florida,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Alabama, Connecticut, Virginia, Washington, Wyoming,
New Mexico, Michigan, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Texas.

the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
CUMIS INSURANCE SOCIETY, INC.,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.

WADE MASSEY and CAPITOL WEST
APPRAISALS,
Defendants-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
AUGMENT THE RECORD
Supreme Court Docket No. 40002-2012
Canyon County No. 2010-3993
Ref. No. 13-99

A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD with attachments was filed by counsel for
Appellant on February 1, 2013, requesting this Court for an order augmenting the appellate record
in the above entitled appeal with copies of the documents attached to this Motion. Therefore, good
cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD be,
and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents listed below,
copies of which were attached to this Motion:
1. Wade Massey Summary Appraisal Report submitted as Exhibit A to Plaintiff's Brief in
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, dated November 15, 2011;
2. Jon Vestal Appraisal Report submitted as Exhibit B to Plaintiff's Brief in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated November 15, 2011; and
3. Paul Bull Appraisal Report submitted as Exhibit C to Plaintiff's Brief in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated November 15, 20111.
DATED this

J5:.t:;,day of February, 2013.
By Order of the Supreme Court

cc:

Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD -Docket No. 40002-2012

. APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY

LOCATED AT:
16462Plum Rd
10-3~4W SW 1X 98911 IN NWSW

CalcWlll, 10 BS607·1M<l0

FOR:
Cloa!wohrr Mortgogt
5414 Mon11 fl~ &Ille 201
SolH, IO BS708

AS OF:
611312007

BY:
A. Wade Massey

EXHIBIT A

Rir<n GA1- "'ilinTDTAL' appraisal soltw1te by 'il mode, Inc. - 1·8Do-Al.AMOD€

Ima No

CWA-19321

Fi> No. CWA-1932

Scope of Work Defined
Capitol Wost Appraisal
A. WIJIJeMesHy
P.O. Box 100543
Boiaa, ID 83719

a

Intended Usar.

learwa!or Mortgage
oobWU.on
8517 W. OV.rland Road

Sol ... 10~709

Re: Property:

Borrower:
Fila No.:

15452 Plum Road
Parma, Id. 83660
Hruza
CWA-1932

In accordeni:a lloilh your rsques~ we have appraised lh• above referenced property. The report of1hal oppr01"al Is attached.

n.. purpQ•• of lhluppta!sells lo •s11mel& Iha market value of the property described In lhls app1alsal report,•• lmprovod, In
unencumbered lea almple UUe of ownership,

Thi! reporl is based on a phyalcal aJ\alysls of the •k• and Improvements, a locanon analysis oflhe nelghbort>ood and cl!y,
and an economic af\111)'61• ol lhe morkot for proper11eo such as Iha subject. ihe appraise! was devoloped llfld the report wos
prepa"'d In eccordanc:o wl!h !he Uniform Stand•r<l• of Professional Apptalsal Praetloa.
Tua \Nlfua coMluslons roport.d ars as of lh~ eff•cllvs dale s!ale<l In the body of the ropcrt and contlngant upon tho
cer1111ca!lon and llmlUng condition• allaehad.
It has been a plsesure lo esstsl you. Please do not h'6ilata lo contract mo o< any of my staff If wa can be of addlllonat

'""'""'to you.
Slni:arely,

A. Wade M..say

eiciiifil

Eui ilo. CWA-19321 P,oe74J

Cll!llio! Wes! Appri.lsa~ (208)800·0871

8orrOY1er/Clleni
Pro""lfll Address

Cltv

FlleNo. CWA-1932

Valafi& Hrun
164$ZPlumRd

Coonw Coovnn

Caldwall
Cl""<WSter Morioaaa

Lenrlerl/'~

Stale ID

Zlil Coda 83607 ·9450

APPRAISAL AND REPORT IDENTIFICATION
Thi$ Appraisal Report Is l!JlS. of tht foUowlng !yp es:

0

Self Oontalned

(A wrlttlm report prepared Ullder Standards Rule 2-2(a) , persuant to the Scope ofWoric, as disclosed s!sev.ilere In 1hfs report)
{A written report preparad ll!ldet Standa1ds Rule 2·2(b) , persuantto the Scope of Work, as dlsclosoo elsewhere In !his report.)
(A wntten report prepared Wider Standard; Rule z.2(ch , perwant lo !he Scope of W()ij(, as disclosed elsewhere In this report,
reslrlcted to !he stated ln1ended use by the specmed c enter Intended user.)

(gJ SUmmt!!Y

0

Restrlctlld Use

Comments on Standards Rule 2-3
I cerllfy Iha~ lo the bilsl of my koowi!dge and beief;
•Th8statemenls of lac! conb!ncd kl tr.IS report are true and correct.
•The reporttd analyses, oplnloos, and conclushnt are limhd ooljl by tl1a raportad asslJTlplions and ilm1flllU condllons and ate my personal, llJ1l)arllal, and ooblased fXOfessbnal
anablaes, opinions, i!lld concllsloos.
• Ihavt oo {or 1he specllled) presell or prospattm lntarest In rtw proparty Uiat IS Ille subject of 1llis report and rvi (or Uie speclffed) per.moa! lnle1esl w!lh respect to lhe p;r1~s
ilvolved.
·I havt no bias wllhreipetl ID 1he property that is Iha subJecl of tlis rcport or Iha parties 11\v!Md wlih Ills assigrun!nl
·My 8fVagemenl In lfils assigoolml was ool contlnaant l!plJll developing or reporting predelarmlned muls,
• My compensatioo Jir compleO~ this atslgnment fs oot conli119ent uPOn Iha del'dopment or reporting of a prede1ennlntd valua or dfr~ion In va~e thal favora Ills cause
of Iha cied, Ille nuntof the \lakJI opinion, ti. altalmnllll of a sllpulated ~ul, or lhe occooene& of a subsequent evert dlreclli 1elalad \o Iha llllended osc ol ihls awraisal.
· My anaifses, opinions Md conclJslons were del'OOlped and this report has bean prepared, In con!ormlly with 11~ llnlform Slarx!ards of Proll!S$looal Appraisal Praclice.
•rhave {or have rviQ madt a peraooal Inspection of 1he property that Is lbe sublect ol till$ report.
•No 011111»ovided slgnilcant real prnplf1Y appralsat mlatance lo the pemon signing this .cartlllcatlo11. (f Uiere 1ro exceplklos, Ille name of each lndMduaJ provldinc slgrJ!lcant
real propelly appraisal a&Slslance fs staled l!s&Wflert In 1his report.}

Comments on Appraisal and Report Jdentlflcatlon
Mo~ any USPAP related Issues requ!rlna disclosure and any State mandated requirements:
Nola lo th• reader. 11 lh• read•t nf this r•""" ha• •"" "~cerM ""'•d!nn anv env!ommon1'll or ntlltv oroblorns •"""'-"'•lo Iii• sui'lool ~~· or vsclnitv, the
reader •"'-•Id fako -~""ato 11Cllan ond hlWs en &nvlronmental olu.W and home i111>ecllon comnreted.
'"'"" ••-1,,.l shall In no wav ba COO<ldered a home lnsoaollon and !here I• no werranto• on the meoh>n!cal or lllWtv l1arns ol the""~•.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (only If required}:

APPRAISER:

Sfona~ra: A MaHs~
W1P A.t>~
6

--

Nimt A. Wad&

Dale Slgntd:

o!Y!l:20, 2021

Signature:

Namt;
DaleSIQnad:

Sial4 C&l1llicUn #:
or St.lie Lkense #: CRA-1691

Slala Certlllcalloa tr.
or Sltte llcanst ii':

Stale: ID
fxplrnltHl OatB Of CerllftcaJJon or Ucanse: 8117/2005

Sla!a:
Expiralloo Date ol Cer1lricauon or llca0$e:
S~8!VISO!)' Appral>er lnsp•dM of Subject Property:
0 Old Not 0 Exlerior-ollj froill,slta9! 0 ll!!elklr and i'l<t!l!ll'

Etlecl!w Data of Appraisal:

!!/i:fil007

fOflll IDOS-"MnTOTAI.• aparalsal sott\!are by aIt moda, Inc. -1·800-Al.AMODE

!Flis NO CWA-19321 Paoe t5l

Capliol West Appnlsals (208)860-0871

um•torm R

1,

"d !'al Appra saIR epo

es1 en 1
rt
Fie A CWA-1932
The ournase ol !hie summaiy Slloralsal report Is to ~rovldf !hi lesider/ci~ witli an acwral!, and adeouatalv smpmrnd. oolnlon of !00 matktl vaiie ol the suhiect property.
PIMAll• Addrest 16462 Plum Rd
City Clldwoll
Stale to
Zlo Code 83807-9460
Borrowar Val r!o H" ...
Ownet oc Publlc flecord Valarls Hruza
Countv "~"
l u Dtscrillon 11\.~"1-4W SW TX 989! 1 IN NWSW
Asmsor's Parcel I R332'1liOOOOO
TIX Yell 2008
R.E. Taxes $ 4 808.68
Nslaliborhood Nana "•"'woU
Mao Reler1ncs 1290
Census Tract OZ23.00
Soeclal AilllwnetJls S 0,00
I I PUil fKlAS NIA
I I o.r vaar I l oar monlh
'""'"'"ll 15<1 Ownor. l fSO!n\ f l Vaealll
• Propartv Rlllhlt AlloraJ~d (:;;:) Fu Slmole n
"'esC/lbel
Assf1!llllllll! Tvn1 . Purchm T11n1aetioo Ci<l Rmnam:v Tms1clion \I I Olhlr fdescilba\
......_
La.
Adnr"'s 641• Motl1• 1-D11suxe201 Bol•• 10 837oe
LI !he sublecl oronlllllr ermn11v offmd kr sale or his It bmi ollmd IOI sale In lh• tw1h>c IOOnlhs orlor to Iha slfectlve date ol this aopnisal?
I l Y1& IX! No
Rlonr1 data soor~s\ uted oflrrfoo orlcsfsl and """"•l.
~

I ~ did 0 did ool ;malyn lt>o codtacl for ma for Iha subjacl JXlfChase ~anmUon. Explain lhe rosuls ol lhe 1nalysl1 or Iha contract for sail or wby Ille analytl$ was not
- mid, This ~o1s.i wu """"'•ted for rafloanco tran$11cllcn.
Date o1Con\Iao1 NII>.
CllnllactP"°'$ NIA
Is the oionBllV smrthe O\Wlerof Dubllt record? lJ Yes [ l No Dala Source(s\ NIA
ls lhet1 a/Tf lillallCI~ ~stlnce (lllll cliargcs, sale concession~. ullt or dowllllYmeri assls1ance, elc~ to be paid by MY party on behall of the bor~
• UYls llDOtt IM lolil do!Mamoid emf de&Cl1bc Ille ilJm; to be Miii,
NIA
NIA

Nola: Rscundtht racial celD1lCtllCn otth&11110hborhood are notao=rallal laciors.

-

0

n

0 Yes !81 NQ

,_

S...a.:..

Loca!lon '] Urbaa
DO Su!nliban
Rvral
Prooertv Vailes t klcreasloo
Decikilna
PRICE
AGE
OM-Unlt
65"
Built-I.hi n OVU' 751' IX:l 25·751' I I Under 251' Oomanr1/!luM!V I Sllonao&
OVerSJmrnv $ fOOOl
lnBalanct
lvrsl
2-4 Uri!
DO Slaln
I !stow
Marlcaina llme I Under3 mlhs
GmwUi
I Raold
3-6~
Over6mlhs 160 Low Now Mu~·Famllv
llllOhborhood Boundartes Nelohbomood boundwle• are: Klahr Road lo tho Nonh Pannt Rood 10 th• Ent East
1.Bmff Hoh
5%
50+ Commen:lal
301'
Avenuo lo tho Soulh and US i:llohwov 95 lo tho w..t.
200 Preti. 25 Olher
DnaintlM The wbi«:I""""'"" It ioc&!ad In tho cltvol Parma an ataa uAl!ch It made uo of manv !llD<I; d n•~t11IK
consttucUon

""

"'°"'

1................. ll'ld - »

""""""In.,,.

a.

- - - - and recrntian are loc:a~d Marbv. M,w... emolmimmt amm ara 1.........1od within a S-30 mUa radius..

..

In the l•sl 6 monlh> ror hOIT11's l'lilh bolow nrade rooinae 4-000 • 8300 "'· tt. horMs In tho 1292 and
Con<lllons '""'""'"" suooort tor Ilia above eonc&slllfl.ll
1290 0900 and OQSO MLS •1111 Iha-a haw been~ clo58d 0&10111,0lmol at tnl• ab>odJI0011 tate lh• rutrent inventorv of7 llotinaowould ,,;eld a 7.0 month ouaolv,
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This report fonn fs designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit
illcluding a unlt In a planned unit development (PUD). This report form Is not designed to report llfl appraisal of a
manufactured home or a unit In a condominium or coopera~va project.
This appraisal report ls subject to the following scope of work, Intended use, lnlended user, definition of market value,
statement Of assumptions and llm!Ung condltlons, and certttlcatlons. Modificatlons, addltlons, or deletions lo the Intended
use, Intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and llmttlng condltlons are not permitted. The appraiser may
eXpand the scope of work to Include any addltlonal research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of lhls appraisal
assignment Modiflcatlons or deletions to the csrtlflcations are also not petmlttad. However, addl\lona! certlflcatlons that do
not constitute materla! alterations to this appraisal report, such as !hose required by law or those related to the appraisers
continuing education or membership In an apprafsal organlzatlon, are pennltted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal Is defined by the complexlly of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of !his appraisal report form, including tha folloWlnQ definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and llmltlng conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1} perform a complete visual
lnspeetlon of the Interior and emrlor areas or the subject property, (2) Inspect Iha neighborhood, (3) Inspect each of tha
comparable salas from at least the street. (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources,
llfld (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions rn thfs appraisal report
INTENOa:> USE: The Intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/cllent to evaluate the property that Is the
subject of tills appralsal for

a mortgage finance transactkm.

INTENDED USER: The Intended user of this appralsal report

-

•

I~ the lender/clfant.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should brlng in a compatltive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a falr sale, tl1e huysr and seller, each acting prudently, knowladgaably and assumin\l
the price Is not affected by unooe stimulus. Implicit In this deflnttlon Is till! consummallon of a sale as of a specified data and
lhe passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1} buyer and Sellar are typlcany motivated; (2) both
parties are well lnforrned or well advised, and each actlng In what he or she oonsldars h!s or her own best lntares~ (3) a
reasonable time is allowed for exposure In the open market; (4) payment Is made in terms of cash in U. s. dollars or In terms
of ilnanclal arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the prlce represents the normal eonslderatton for Ille property sold
unaffected !ly special or creative financing or sales concessions .. granted by anyone associated with the sale.
*Adjustments to the comparables must ba made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustmenls are
necessary for IOOse costs which are nonnally pald by sellers as a result or tradition or law In a market area; these costs ara
raadffy ldentlflable since the seller pays these costs In virtually all sales transactlons. Special Gr creative filanclng
adjustmellts can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third pany lns!ill.Jtlonai
lender that Is not already tnvolved In the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical ·
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the marl<et's
reactlon to tile financing or concessions based on the appraiser's judgment

STATEMEITT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certlllcatlon In this report !s
subfect to the following assumptions and llmltlog condftlons:

1. The appraiser '#Ill not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to It, except for Information that he or she !lecame aware of during the research lnvoJved In perfonnlng this appraisal. The

appraiser assumes that the illle Is good and marketable and win not render any opinions about the lltle.

z.

The appraiser has provided a sketch In this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions or the tmpravements.
The sketch ls Included only to assist the reader In visualizing Iha property and understanding the appraiser's deterrnfnation
of its slza.
3. The appraiser has examined the avallable flood maps that are provided by the Ferleral Emergency Managamant Agency
(or other data sources) and has noted In this appralsa! report whether any portion of the subject site Is located In an
ldentttled Speclal Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser Is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or
Implied, regarding this delannlnatlon.

4. The appraiser wlll not give tastlmony or appear In court because ha or she made an appraisal of th& property In question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as o1harwlse required by taw.
5. The appraiser has noted ltl this appraisal report any adverse coodltlons (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the
presentl8 of hazardous wastes, toxlo substances, etc.) ol>served during the Jnspactlon of the subject property or that he or
she became aware of during the research Involved In performing the appraisal. Unl~ss otherwise stated In thls appraisal
report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse condltlons of the
property (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental condl1lons, etc.) that would make the property fess valuable, and has assumed !flat there are no such
condltlons and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or Implied. The appraiser wUI not be responsible for any such
condltlons that do exlst or for any englnaerlng or tesUng that might bs required to discover whether such conditions exist
Because the appraiser Is not an expert In the field of environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be consldared as
an envtronmental assessment of tha property.
6. The appraiser has based his or her appralsal report and valuation cancluslon for an appraisal that Is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assurnptton that the completion. repairs, or alterations of the subject property will
be perfonrned In a professional manner.
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APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certiffes and agrees that:

t I haVe, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal lo accordance wlth the scope of work requirements staled In
this appraisal report.

.

2. I pertormed a complete vfsual lnspecllon of the Interior and exterlor areas of the subject property, I reported the condltlon
of the Improvements ln factual, speclllc terms. l ldentttled and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the
llvabllity, soundness, or structural Integrity of the property.

3. I performed this appraisal In accordance with the requirements of the Unttorm Standards of Professlonal Appraisal
Prac1lce that were adopted and promulgated IJy the Appralsa! Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were In
place at the tlme this apprafsal report was prepared.

4. f developed my oplnlon of the market value crf the real property that Is the subfl!Ct of this report based on the sales
compartson approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reft&ble sales comparison approach
for thlS appralsal assignment. l further certify that I considered the cost and Income approaches to value but did not develop
them, unless otherwise lndlcated In this report

5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement tor sale for !he subject propeftY, any offering for
sale of the subject propertY In the twelve months prior to the effect1ve date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject
property for a mlnlmum ol !tires years prior to the offecUve date of this appraisal, unless olhenvlse indicated in this report.
8. I researched, verttled, anafyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to Iha date of sale of th& comparable sale, unless otherwise Indicated In this report.
7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subJect pioperty.

8. I have not used comparable sales that were tile result of combining a land sale wtth the contract purchase pl1ce of a home that
has been built or Wiii be built on the land.

9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reacUon to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.
1o. I verified, from a disinterested source, alf lnformallon In this report that was provided by parties who have a financial Interest In
the sale or financing of the subject property.

1;. I have knowledQe and experience Jn appraising this type of property In this market area.
12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and prlvata data sources, such as multiple nstlng
seJVlces, tax assessment records, public land records .and other such data sources tor the area In which the property Is located.

13. I olJtained the lnforma11on, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed In this apprafsal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct
14. I have taken Into consideration the factors that have an Impact on value With respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and tile proxlmlty of the subject property to adverse Influences In the development of my opinion of market value. I
have noted In this appraisal report any adverse condltlons (such as, but not lfmlted to, needed repairs, deterioration, Iha
presence of hazardous wastes, toxlc substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the Inspection of tbe
subJeot propert;' or that I became aware ol during lhe research Involved In performing this appralsaf. I have considered these
adverse oondltlons In my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the condlllons on the value and
marketablli!Y of the &Ubject property.
15. I have not knowingly withheld any slgnlf!cant lnformatkm from this appraisal report and, to tha best of my knowledge, aR
statements and Information ln this appraisal report are true and correct.

16. I stated In this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which
are subject only to lhe assumptions and limiting cand!Uons In this appralsal report.

17. I have no present or prospective Interest In the property that Is the subject of this report, and I have no present or
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the partlcfpanis In the transacflon. I did not base, either partlaHy or
completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value In 1hls appraisal report on the race, color, rellglon, sex, age, marital
· slllrus, handicap, famlllal status, or natlonat ortgln of either the prospecttve owners or occupants of tha subject property or of Iha
pnsent owners or occupants of the properties In the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.
18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any tutura or anlfclpated appraisals was not
condliloned on any agreement or understanding, written or otheiwlsSi that I would report (or present analyslS supporting) a
predatarm!ned specific value, a predetermined mlnlmum value, a range or direction In value, a value that favors the cause of
any party, or 1he attainment ot a speclnc result or occurrence of a specl!tc subsequent event (such as approval of a pendlng
mortgage loan appUcatlon).
19. 1 personaly prepared all conclusions and opinions about the niat estale tllat ware set forth In this appraisal report. If I
relied on slgnlllcant real property appraisal assistance from any lndlvldual or Individuals In the pertonnance of thls appraisal
or th& preparatlon of this appraisal report. I have named such lndlvldual(s) and disclosed the specltlc tasks parfonned In this
appraisal report. I c&rtlfy !hat any Individual so named Is qUal!fled to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make
a change to any !tam In this appraisal report; therefore, any change made lo thls appraisal Is unauthorized and I will take no
responslb!Hty for It

20J I ldenlltled the lendar/cllent in this appraisal report who Is the Individual, organization, or agent for the organlzafton that
oroered and wlll recalve thiS appra!Sal repo.rt.
Fraddle Mac Fonn 70 March 2005
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~The lender/client may disclose or dfstrlbute 1hls appraisal report to: tha borrower; another lender at the request of the

ower; the mortgagee or Its successors and assigns; mortgage Insurers; government sponsured enterprises; other
secondary market partlclpants; data collection oi reportlog services; professional af.pralsal organizations; any department,
agency, or lnslJUmentaUty of the United States; and any state, the Dlstr1ct of Columb a, or other JurisdiclJons; wlthout having to
e>btain 1he appialsers or supervisory apprafser'a (If applicable} consent Such consent must be obtained befor6 this ap£raisal
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party ~ncludlng, hut not llrnlted to, the pubfic through advertising, pub c
ratatlons, news, sales, or other media).

22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appralsal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain

laws and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provlsions of the Uniform Standards of Professlonat Appraisal Practlce
that pertain to disclosure or dlstrlbullon by me.

~ The borrower, another lender at the requas1 of the borrower, the mortgagee or Its successors and assigns, mortgage

urera, government sponsored enterprlses, and other secondary market participants may rely e>n ttils appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that Involves any one or more of these parties.

24. If this appralsal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" contalnlng my "electronic signature," as those terms are
OOtlned In appflC1lbl& federal and/or state Jaws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containlng a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as If a paper version of !his appraisal report were defivered containing my original hand written signature.
· 25. A~ Intentional or negligent mlsrepresentatlon(s) cootalned In this appraisal report may result In civU liabTitty and/or
·cnmln penattles including, but not llmited to, fine or Imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States
Code, Settlon 1001, et seq., or similar state laws,
•
SUPERVISORY APPRAlSER'S GERHFJCATION; The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I diractly supervised ttie appraiser for !his appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report. and agree with the appraiser's
analysis, ap1nlons, statements, conc\uslons, and the appraiser's certification.

2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report Including, but not llmiled to, the appraiser's analysis, opinions,
statements, conoluslons, and the appraiser's certification.

3. The appraiser lderrtlfted In this appraisal report Is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal ftnn), is quallfled to perio1111 this appralsal, and IS acceptable to periorm this appraisal under the appDceble state taw.

4. This appraisal report complies wllh the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
.
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal RlUndaUon and that were In place at the time this aPPraisal
report was prepared.
5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing mli "electronlc signature," as !hose tenns are
®lined In applicable federal ancVor stat& laws (excluding audio and video recor lngs), or a facsimile transmission of this

appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall ba as effective, enfQ(ceable and
valid as tt a paper version of this appralsal report were delivered containing my orfglnal hand wrttten slgnature.

APPRAlSER

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ON!.Y IF REQUIRED)

Signature~· ~~.,, /Vf~:J.

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Name Ii· adeMoue
Company Name
Company Address f:,Q. ~!1!519Q!143 Bd!!!, IQ 83719

Te le phone Number
Email Address
Oate a! Signature
State Certlflcal!on #
or State License#
Slate
Expiration Date of CertttlcaUon or License

Telephone Number r2oa1 sso.a571
Emal! Address E!!f!!to1Wos!afi!?!!E!2..aet
Oate of Signature and Report • July ?O, :wo1
EtfecUve Date of Appralsal 8113/2007
State Csrtlllcatlon #
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General Text Addendum
BOITO'oj.n'r.itfll Velatl• Hruui
Pronmv Address 16482 Plum Rd
Cltv
Caldw~•

iLC11der/Clieril

f'.fllin!v Canvon

File No. CWA-193.'I

Siait

ID

Zin Code 83507-9460

ClaaIWater Mortoaaa

Addendum to Comments Section
Per inspectlon and Canyon county tax records, the subject property is a single family residence
to be bunt In 1975 located In the.city of Caldwell.
The subject property has commanding vlews of the valley below, the property is built up on a hlll
an has unobstructed views of the Owyhee front The subject property has 3 private patios, a
large water feature and double tennis courts on the exterior. The Interior has had extensive
remodeling completed with travertine tlle throughout the main living area of the home. There is a
walk In refridgerated wine celler/pantfY. Vaulted cefllngs throughout lined with cedar. THere ls
180 degree vlews out of the soutll side of the home, and a doubfe side bar on either and of the
kitchen. The subject property is finished In very high qaulity materials and ls very private. The
recent remodel of the home leaves the property with an effective age of 8 years.
Addendum To Envlro11mental Section
No apparent adverse environmental conditions noted or observed.

Note to the reader: If the reader of this report has any concerns regarding any environmental or
utility problems applicable to the subj~ct property or the vicinity, the reader should take
appropriate action and have an environmental study and home Inspection completed. This
appraisal shall !n no way be considered as a home lnspectlon and there ls no warranty on the
mechanical or utility Items of the home.
Addendum to Sales Market Analysis
The comparables used appear to be the most representative closed sales at the time of the
appraisal with regard to proxlmlty and overall similarity to the subject property. Following the
gulldllnes for complex appraisals the search for comparables went for dated, distant then
dissimilar. Since the dominant features for the subject property were lot size and design, the
search for comp arables was expanded beyond the usual one mile radius and dlsslmllar
properties were used. Due to the lack of good comparables, this was the cause for the larger
than usual net and gross adjustments for the comparable properties and the larger than usual
range In value for the comparables from low lo high.

Adjustments to the cornparables were made for differences !n lot size ($10,000 per acre), for
differences in age($100 per year, this reflects the markets perception of older versus newer
homes), for differences ln bathroom count ($3000 perfull bath above grade, $1500 per half
bath above grade $2000 per 11.Jll bath below grade), for differences fn gross living area {$30 per
square foot over 100 feet), for differences ln garage size ($1000 per attached bay), for
differences In fireplace count ($1000 per fireplace), and for not having a detached shop ($5,000
This reflects a large detached shop wired for large shop tools).
Marketing lime for comparables (per Ada County Multiple Listings Service) were, Comparable
#1 was on the market for 337 days, Comparable #2 was on the market for 161 days and
Comparable #3 was on the market for 287 days, and Comparable #4 was on the market for 69
days, Comparable #5 is a Pending sale and was on the market for 31 days.
Based on the information obtained and the adjustments made the most supportable value !n
todays market is $1, 150,000 with equal weight given to all corriparabJes. Estimated marketing
time based on the supportable value of $1, 150,000 would be 3-6 months.

It appears the market supports a range of value from $997,500 • $1,353,000 with subject falling
ln the lower part of the range. Price differential between the comparables may be attributed to
non specific Interior upgrades as well as buyer and seller motivations at the time of the sale.
The overall market value Is derived from both the actual sales price of the cornparables and the
adjusted sales price. All adjustments are subjective based upon the professlonal experience of
Iha appralser. The sales comparison analysis as well as the actual sales price (which is the
price a WiJUng buyer and Willlng seller have negotiated In the open market) are considered
equally In determining the overatl value of the subject.
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Case No.
This report form Is deliigned to report an appraisal of a ooe-unll property or a one-unit property ~h an accessory unit;
lncludlllg a uni! In a planned uni! development (PUDJ. This report form Is riot designed !o raport an appraisal of a
manufactured llome or a unit In a coodominium or cooperative project
This appraisal report Is subject to the following scope of work, in!ended use. intended user. definition of market value,
statement ol 3$$Umptlons and limiting conditions, and certifications. ModifiC<ilions. additions, or deletions to Iha intended
ustt, Intended user, <ieflnition of market value, or assumptions and limi11ng condftlons are oot permitted. The appraiser may
expand the l>COpe of work lo Include any additiooal research or analysis necessary based on the complexity or thiS appraisal
assignmenl Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, addi11onal cer1lficatlons that do
not constitute material alterations to this 11ppr;ilsal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser's
continuing educali¢n or membership In an appralsa.t organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope ofWOl'k for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and !he
reporting requirements of this appral$al report form, Including the following definition of market value. stiilement of
8$StJmpllons and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser roust, at a minimum: (1) perform a visual Inspection of
the exterior ereas of the subject property from at least Iha street, {2) Inspect !he nel91lb0fhoo<I, (3) Inspect <!ach of the
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) retearclt, verify, and analyze data from reliable pubic and/or private sources,
and {5) report his or her analysis, o[>lnlons, imd conclusions In this appraisal report.
The apprai$er !00$( be able to obtain adequate lnfonmation about the physlcal dlaracterlsllcs \including, but not Umlted to,
condition, room count, gross living area, etc.) of Ille subject property from the exterior·only Inspection and reliable public
aPd/o: private sources to perform this appraisal, The apprais11r shoold ui;e the same type of dale sources !hat he or she U$H
tor comparable sales such as, but not lmlted lo, multlple ll$llng services. tllx and assessment records, prior lnspedlons,
appraisal files, lnformalloo provided by the property owner, etc.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of thia appraisal repon Is to< the lfl~r/cllent lo evaluate the property tha! Is the
subject of this epprafsal for a mortgage finaoca traosactloo.
INTEND ED US ER: The Intended 11$6r of lhls appraisal report is the lenderidlenl
DEFINITION MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring In" compeUUve and open
market under all conditions requisite to e f<!lr' sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudenlly, knowledgeably and assuming
the price Is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit In this defin~loo fs the consummation cl a sale ag ol a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer <rnd seller are iyplcally motivated; (2} both parties
are wel informed or well advised, end eedl acting In what he or sha considers his or her own best Interest: (3) a reasonable
tlrne Is allowed tor exposure In Iha open market; {4) payment Is mad6 In terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms of financial
arrangement$ comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal conslderatlon for the property sold unatrected by
special or creative financing or sales concessions• granted by anyone associate<! with the sale.
*Adjustments lo U1e comparables must be made for special or creallve financing or &<lies concessl<ln$. Ne a<ijlJ:Slmbnls are
necessary for those C0$1$ which are normalty paid by sallers as a result of tradition o< law In a market area; these CO$lS are
readiy idenlifiable since the seller pays the$e costs In virtually all sales transactions. Special or creeli11e financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional
lender that is not already involved In the property or transadion. Any adjuslment should not be calculated on e mechanical
dollar fct dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dOllar amoont of any adjustment should approximate the market's
reactlon lo the financing or concessions based on 1he appraiser's judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:

The appraiser's certlflca.tlon 1n this

report Is aibjeci to lhe folowlng assumptiOns and Mmltlng condillons:
1. The apprai&er will not be responslble tor mailers of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or Ille tllle
to ii, except rcr Information thal he or she became aw8re of dul'ing the research involved in performing !his appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the lille is good and marketable and wlU not render any opinions about lhe title.
2. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(or other data SOVIC85) and has noted in lhla appraisal report whtllher any portion of the subject site Is located In an
ldenllfled Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the appo-alser Is not a surveyor, he or she makas no guaran!ee.s, express or
Implied, regarding thi$ determination.
3. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear In court because he or she made an appraisal of the property In question,
WlAeS$ speclQc arrangements to do so have been made beforehimd, or es otheiwlse required by law.
4. The appraiser has noled in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deferlorallon, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) obseived during the Inspection of the :subject property or thal ha or
she becsme aware or during the rese11rch involved in pertorming thf$ 11ppralsal. Unless otheiwlse stated In 1hl$ appraisal
report. the appraiser has no knowle~e of any hidden Of unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse condftloos of the
property (such as, but not limil&d to, needed rep.alre, deterioration, !he presence of hazardous wastes, loxlc substances,
adverse environmental condUions, etc.) that would make !he properly less valuable, and has assumed that Ihere are no such
conditions and makes no guaranleM ot warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such
conditions that do exist or ror any er.glneering or testing !Mt might be required to discover whether such condlllons exist.
Becaus. the appraiser Is not an expert in the fleld er environmental hazards, 1his app<aisa! report must not be considered as
an environmMtal assessment of the property.
5. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation ccncluslon for an app;alsal thal is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, er alteralions on the assumption that the cx:>mpletion. repairs. or alterations or the subject property .will be
performed in a prof~ssional maflfler.
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AP PRAISER'$ CERTIFICATION:

Tha Appraiser cenilies and agrees thlll:

1. l have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance wilh the scope o( work requirements stated In
thi$ eppralsal report.

2. I performed a vlsual inspection of Iha exleri°' areas ot !111) subject property from al least the street I reported the condition
of the Improvements in faciual, specific terms. I identified and reported the phySil<l! deficiencies that could affect the livability,
wulldness, or slruciural Integrity of the property.

3. I performed this apptalsal In accoroance with the requirements of lhe Uniform Siandards of Professlonat Appraisal
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Apprplsal Standards 8oacd of The Appraisal Foundation ar>d that were in
place al the lime this appraisal report was prepared.

4. I developed my opinion of Iha mari:el value of the real property that is 1he subject of this report based on the sales
comparison approach to value. I have lldequats comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach
for this appraisal assignment. I f1.1rther certify lhat I considered the cost and Income approaches lo value but did not develop
them. unless otherwise indicated in this report.
5. I reSEtarched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for lhe subjeci property, any otfeling for
sale of the stibj<'Jct propef!y In 1flll twelve monlhs prior to the effective dale of this appraisal, and Iha prior sales of the subjed
ptoparty for a minimum of three years pri°' to the effecllVe dale or thfs appraisal, unless otherwise lndlcaled In this report.

6. I reuardled, verified. analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of tile comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to the date or sale of the comparable sale, unless otheiwfse lridlcaled in !tU$ report.
7.1 wlecied and used comparable sales lhal are locationally, physically, and fu!'IClionally the most similar to the sub)ed property.

8. I have iiot used comparable sales that 'Wela 1he resuM ol combining a land sale with ttle contract pUl'chase price or a home that
has been built or will be buUt oo the land.

9. I have reported adjuslmenl$ to tf\e comparable sail!& that reflect the market's rel}C(ton to the dllfetencas balwaan the subject
property and the comparable sales.
1O. I verified, from a dislntarasted source, aU information in thJs report that was provided by parties who have a financial lntere$1 In
the sale or financing of the subject property.
11. I have knowledge and experience In appraising I.his type of property In this market a<ea.

12. I am aware or, and have~ to. the necessary and appropriate ptJbllc and private data sources, such as multlpl4! !isling
services, tax assell$ll'lent records, public land records end Olhe< such data sources lor the area in which the property is localed.
13. I obtained the lnfoonallon, &stimates, and opinions furni$hed by other parties end expressed In this appraisal repor1 from
reliable '50Urce!i that I believe lo be true and correct.
14. I have taken inlo considerallon the factors that have an Impact on value with respecl to lhe sut>ject nelghbOl'hood, subject
property, and !he proximity of the subject property to adverse influences In the deveklpment or my opinion or market value. !
have noted In this appraisal report any adverse coodltioos {such as, but not Amlted to, needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence or hazardous waeles, toxic subslal'IC$$, adverse environmental ccn<lfioos, etc.) observed during the Inspection ot the
subject property or that I became aware of during the research Involved In pt1:rformlng this appraisal. I have considered these
edveru condltlons In my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the condilions on lhe value Md
markelablllty of the subject property.
15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant informatlon from this apP'alsal report and, to !he bast of my knowledge, aN
eliitements and Information ln this appr11isal report a,. true and correcl

16. I stated In this appral!l<ll report my own person.al, unbla$8d, and professional analysis, opinions, and cooclusioM. Which
are subject only lo the auumptlons and limiting coodilions in this appraisal report.
17, I have no present Of prospective interest in the property that is the '5tlbjecl of this report, and I have no present or
proSpecilve personal interest or bias with rE15Peci lo the participants In the lransactlon. I did not base, elther partially or
completely, my analy~ and/or opinion of markel value in this apprais<ll report on th& race, color, religion, sex. age, marital
slatus, hil!ldlc8p, familial status, or national origin or either the prospectiVe owners or occupants of the subject property or of the
present owners or occupants of IM properties in !he vlclnlty ol lhe subject property or on any other bl!Sis prohibited by law.
18. My employment and/°' compensa!lon for perfo<mlng this appraisal or any future °'anticipated appraisals was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise. tha1 I would report (or present analysis supporting) a
predetermined speclllc value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction ln value, a value thal fa\/Ors Iha cause of
any party, or the attainment of a specific resuN or occurrence of a specllic subseqtient event (such as approval of a pending
mortgage loan application}.
19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real es!ale that were set IOtUI In this appnmal report. 111
161ied on significant rear property appr.iisal assistanca from any fndlvldual or individuals In the performance of this appralsar
or the preparatlon ol this appraise! report, I l\ava named such indivldual(s) and dlsdoSl!d the specific tasks perlormed in this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named Is qualllied lo perform the tasl<s. l hava not authorized anyone lo make
a cllange to any Item In !hi$ appraisal report; therefore, an'J change made to this appraisal Is unauthorized and I wilf lake no
tesponsibilily for it
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20. I identified the lender/client In this appraisal report who is the Individual, organization, or agent for ltle or9anlzatlon that
ordered and will receive this appraisal report.
21. The lendedclient may disclose 0< dislr1bUte this appraisal report to: 1he borrower; another Jendef at th& request of the
borrower; the morlgag~ or Its successors and assi<;Jns; mortgage insurers; governmenl sponsored enterprises; other
secondary marJo;et participants; data collection or reportlng services; professional appraisal organizations; any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the Uniled Slates; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other Jurisdictions; wi!hout having to
obtain the appraiser's or supetvlsory appralsar's (if applicable) consenL Such consent mutt be obtained before this appraisal
report may be disclosed or dlslribllfed lo any other party {Including, but not limited kl, the public lh<ough advertising, public
relations, MWS, sales. or other media).

22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal ~port by me or the lencter/cknl may be subject to certain
laws and regula1loos. Further, I am also subject lo tM provisions or the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
!hat pertain to dlsdosure or distribution by me.
23. The borrower, another lender al the request or the borrower, the mortgagee or lts succe-ssOrS and assigM, mortgage
lnsutt!I'$, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely oo this appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.
24. If this appraisal report Wl!S transmitted M an "electronic reoord" containing my "eleclrooic signature." as those terms are
delincd In applicable federal and.for state Jaws (excluding audio and video recordings). or a lacslmlle tran&mlS$iOn of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shal be 8$ elfectlve, en!Ofceable and
valid as II a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered conti.tlning my Of'lglnal hand written signature.

25. Any lnlenlional or negligent misrepresentatlon(s} contained in this appraisal report may result In cMI llabity and/or
criminal penalllu Including. but oot lirrited lo. fine or lmprlwnment or both under the provisions of Tille 18, Uniled States
Code, SacUon 1001, et seq., or similar state laws.
•

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION:

The supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I dirtldly supervisad the appraiser for this apptalsal assignment, have read the appraisal report. and agru with the appraiser's
analy'-!i$, opinions, stalamenls, ooncluslone, and the appraiser's certification.

2. 1 aC<>tpt ful responsibility for the C011lent:s of 1hls appraisal report Including, but no< limited to, the appralse(s analysis, opinions,
$1atements, conclusions, and !he appraiser's, certl/lcallon.
3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal litm), ls quaified to perlorm this appraisal, and Is acceptable to perform this appraisal under !he applicable slale law.
4. This appraisal report compiles wi1h the Uniform Standards of Professlonal Appraisal Ptac!IC& !hat Wtlftl adopted and
promulQSted by the Appraisal Standards Board ol The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place et the lime this appraisal
report was, prepared.
5. I( 1his appraisal report was transmitted as an ·erectronic record" containing my "electronic signature: as those terms are
defined In applicable federal and/or elate lam {excluding audio and video recordings), or a facslmili:i lnrll$mi$slon or this
appraisal report contelnlng a copy CC' representation of my slgnetura, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version oft
ppralsal report were dmerad containing my orlglrnil hand written signature.
APPRAISE

Signatul'e'---++~~---1...-~--"=:....::.....:i.<""'-""'--+-'-""---'~

Name

~Jo""i'-'F'""""-"'--------------~

Company Na Valley Apprals.al Services, LLP
Company Address 3724 Ptantallon River O! S1e 102
Boise kl 83703
Telephone Number.:::2;:;;08:;..33=6-8..::.:;95"'5"-----------EmaU Address jonvestaljr@msn.com
Oate of Signature and Report ..,.91312=="'-ooa""'--------Effectllle Dale of Appraisal ~812--...5/200--.-..8--._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State Certification# ...;:C""RA;;...;;;.#.;..;19"'84'-'------------or State License #
or OJher (describe)
Slate# _ __
Stale
_ID
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SUPERVlSORY APPRAISER {ONLY IF REQlJIRED)

SlgnaU.e,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Name
Company Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

Company Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--;

Telephone Number - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
Email Address
Dale ot Slgnalllre

--------------i

Stale Certification /1-------------1
or State Ueense #

--------------1

Sta~-----------------1
Expiration Date of Certilicatlon or License-

Expiration Date of Certiflcatlon or License "'05/"'""13.-12
...o"'0._.9_ _ _ __

SUBJECT PROPERTY
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED
16462 PLUM RO
CALOWELL ID 83601-9460
APPRAISED VALUE Of SUBJECT PROPERTY$ __5~3~5,~00~0__
LENO ER/CLIENT

B

Did not lnsped exterior of subject property
Did inspeci exleriOf of subject property from $lreel
Date of Inspection - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

COMPARABLE SALES
Name ~~~~---------~~-~--Company Narne""10
...AH...._Y--...F.~C~.u...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Did nol Inspect exterior of comparable sales rrom street
Company Address 7615 W. RIVERSJDE DR
Did Inspect exti!rior of comparable .sales from street
BOISE ID 83714
Date or Ins action
Email Address
Fa1111ie Mae Form 2055 March 2005
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COMM-NT ADDENDUM
File No.

14871

Case No.

Bocrower NIA
PropertyAddless 16462 PLUM RD
Ci!y CALDWELL
LWCen'Cit!llt IDAHY F.C.U.

Coonty

CANYON

State

10

Zlp Code

83607-9460

Address 7615 W. RIVERSIDE DR, BOISE, ID 83714

URAR: APPRAISAL DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING PROCESS:
THIS IS A SUMMARY APPRAISAL REPORT WHJCH 1$ INTEl-OED TO COMPlY WITH THE REPORTING REQUIREMEJ>ITS SET
FORTH UNDER STANDARDS RULE 2-2 (B} OF THE UNIFORM STANDAROS OF PROFESSIONAL N'PRAISAL PRACTICE FOR A
SUMMARY APPRAISAL REPORT. AS SUCH, IT PRESENTS ONLY SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS OF THE DATA, REASONING, AND
ANALYSES THAT WERE USED IN APPRAISAL PROCESS TO DEVELOP THE APPRAISER'S OPINION OF VN.UE. SU~TING
DOCUMENTATION THAT IS NOT PROVIDED WfTH THE REPORT CONCERNING THE DATA. REASONING. AND ANALYSES IS
RETAlllED IN THE APPRAISER'S FLE. THE DEPTH OF TIE DISCUSSlON CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT IS SPECIFIC TO THE
NEED OF THE O.IENT ANO FOR THE MENDED USE STATED IN Tl-€ REPORT. THE APPRAISER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
t.JN.\UlHORJZED USE OF THIS REPORT. TIE PURPOSE Of lHIS REPORT IS TO PRODUCE AN OPINION OF MARKET VALUE OF
THE SUBJECT PRCf'ERTY AS DS:lt£0 IN THIS REF'Cffi" FCR USE IN MAJ<J\JG ACOO\IEN110!¥J... MORTGAGE LOAN OECIOON.
UNLESS OTHER1MSE NOTED ON THE URAR. il£ PRCX>ERTY RIGHTS BEING APPRAISED AA "FEE SNPLE". THE "SCCf'E" Of'
THIS RESIDENTIA(. APPRAISAL ASSIGNMENT IS TO INSPECT THE SUBJECT PROPERTY, RESEARCH APPLICABLE OATA,
ANALYl.E THE DATA. REVIEW PLANS & SPECIFICATIONS IF PERTINENT, ARRIVE AT AN ESTIMATE OF THE "HIGHEST ANO
BEST use· OF THE PROPERTY, EMPLOY THE GENERALLy ACCEPTED APPROACtES TO VALUE THAT ARE APPLICABLE,
ANO ARRIVE AT AFINAL OPINION OF THE PROPERTY'S VALUE SUBJECT TO TI£ "ASSUMPTIONS, LIMIWG C0NDIT1Cf.jS MD
CERTIFICATIONS• ATTACHED.
URAR: MARKET CONDITIONS:
THE TREASURE VAUEY HOUSING MARKET FLATTENC.0 OUT EARLY 2007. THE MARKET WILL RALLY IN 2008 SPURRED
BY FALLING LANO COSTS AND INFLUX OF RETIREES, LOW CRIME RATE.LOW COST OF DOING BUSINESS, SHORTEST
COMMUTE TIME, ANO GOOD EMPLOYMENT IN TREASURE VALLEY.

URAR: ADVERSE CONDrTIONS OR EXTERNAL FACTORS:
NO APPAAENT ADVERSE EASE'1.ENTS, ENCROACH.lENTS, OR OTHER ADVERSE COKJITIONS WERE NOTED OR OBSER\IEO.
NO APPARENT ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS WERE NOTED OR OBSERVED, HOWEVER THE APPRAISER IS NOT
AN EXPERT OR INSPECTOR IN THE AREA OR FIELD OF POTENTIAi. ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES OR THE
DETECTION OF SUCH. THE APPRAISER MAKES THE EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTION THAT ALL MATERIALS IN THE
DWElllNG ARE OF A SAFE QUAl.ffY POSJNG NO THREAT TO H~AN HEALTH AND WERE LEGALLY CODE COMPLIANT AT
THE TIME OF THE ATTACHMENT(S) TO THE SUBJECT PROPERTY.
THE ReAL ESTATE APPRAISER IS NOT AN EXPERT IN THE ANALY$rS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WHICH MAY AFFECT OR
IMPACT THE VALUE OF A PROPERTY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ASBESTOS ANALYSIS, DRINKING WATER
CONTAMINATES AND THEIR ANALYSIS, WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS, RADON LEVELS,
CONTAMINATIONS, LEAKING
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS {USTS). PESTICIDES, SOIL CONTAMINATIOOS, HAZARDOUS WASTES, RADIATION, LED
PAl'lT, UGHT POU.UTION. AGRICULTURAL POLWTION. ~EA FORMALDEHYDE, UFA INSLl..AT!Ct-l. ~ POLlUTION, EXCESS
NOISE, GEOLOOICAL HAZARDS. OR NEARBY HA.ZAADOUS PRa>ERTIES. If THE SUBJECT PROPERTY WAS BUI..T BEFORE
1976, OR HAS MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS FABRICATED BEFORE 1976, ATTACHED TO IT, PORTIONS OR THE
STRUCTURE MAY BE COMPRISED OF LEAD BASED PAINT, OR ASSESTOS INSULATION. SHOULD /WY EVIDENCE OF StJCH
MATERIAL BC OISCOVEREO, REMOVAL BY A CERTIFIED PROFESSlONAL IS RECot.111.ENDEO, AND THIS IN NO WAY SHALL BE
CONSTRUED TO WARRANT THE COOOITION OF THE PROPERTY.

acs

JN THE EVesT Tl-IS EXTAAORDINl\RY ASSUMPTION PROVES TO BE INACCURATE OR INCORRECT THE SU3JECT PROPERTY
COULD BE SIGNIFICANTtY AFFECTED. NO TESTING WAS PERFORMED BY THIS APPRAISER, AKJ NO RESPONSIB1LITY IS
ASSUMED FOR ANY cor-omONs NOT READILY OBSERVABLE AT THE TIME OF THE APPRAISAL, Of< FOR THE LACK OF
EXPERTISE OR SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY TO DISCOVER SUCH COND!TIONS.
IF THE READER Of THIS REPORT HAS ANY CONCERNS REGARDJNG ANY ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IR ISSUES
APPUCAflLE TO THE SUBJECT PROPERTY OR VIClNITY, THE READER SHOULD TAKE APPROPRIATE MO RESPONSIBLE
ACTION AND HAVE AN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY COM?tETED.

THE APPRAISER IS NOT A HCME OR Et#!RONMENTAL INSPECTOR: THE APPRAJSER PROVIDES AN OPNON OF VALUE. THE
APPRAISALS DOES NOT GUAAANTEE THAT THE PROPERTY IS FREE OF DEFECTS OR ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS. THE
APPRAISER PERFORMS AN INSPECTION OF VISIBLE AND ACCESSIBLE AREAS ONLY. MOLD MAY BE PRESENT IN AREAS

THE APPRAtSER CAN NOT SEE. A PROFESSIONAL HOME INSPECTION ANO OR ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION IS
RECOMMENDED.
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COMMENT ADDENDUM
File No.
14871
Case No.

Bcrrowef NIA
Propert)IM!rtM 16462 PLUM RD
City CALDWELL
Lendar!Q~n!
IDAHY f.C.U.

Coonty

CANYON
Sla!e
ID
Zip Code
Addte$1 7615 W. RIVERSIDE DR, BOISE, ID 83714

83607·9460

URAR: SALES COMPARISON APPROACH - SUMMARY:
THE SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALVE IS BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF SUBSTITUTION, IN THAT THE
PRICE AT WHICH AN ITEM WILL MOST LIKELY SELL FOR IN A MARKET IS CLOSELY RELATED TO THE PRJCE AT
WHICH RELATIVELY SIMILAR ITEMS IN THE SAME MARKET ARE SEWNG FOR ADJUSTMENTS TO THE SALES PRICE
OF THE COMPARABLE'S FOR MARKET REACTIONS RELATED TO DIFFERENCES IN PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS IS
BASED ON MATCHED PAIRED SALES ANALYSIS AND THE APPRAISER'S KNOIM.EDGE OF THE LOCAL MARKET.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF SALES DATA FOR THE SALES COMPARISON ANAlYSIS WAS TO SEARCH FOR SINGLE
FAMILY HOMES OF SIMILAR CONSTRUCTION QUALITY, DESIGN, SQUARE FOOTAGE ANO LOCATION, WITH AS MANY
AMENITIES TO THE SUBJECT AS POSSIBLE. SALES SIMILAR TO THE SUBJECT ARE THE BEST AVAILABLE AS OF
THE DATE OF THIS APPRAISAL AND WERE SELECTED AFTER A THOROUGH MARKET SEARCH.
IDAHO IS A NON-DISCLOSURE STATE REGARDING PRIOR SALES HISTORY BEING MADE AVAILABLE AS PUBLIC
RECORDS AND INFORMATION. AS SUCH,
HAVE RELIED ON THE INTER MOUNTAIN MULTIPAL LISTING SERVICE
(llALS). A.NO IT'S ONLINE PARTICIPANTS (PARAGON}, AS WELL AS REAL ESTATE BROKERS, THEIR AGENTS, ANO
OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES INVOLVED IN THIS TRANSACTION THAT WERE MADE AVAILABLE TO US. THE
INFORMATION IS DEEMED RE;LIABLE, BUT IS NOT GUARANTEED.

we

URAR: HIGHEST ANO BEST USE:
THE HIGHEST ANO BEST USE Of' 1HE SUBJECT PROPERTY WAS ANAL VZED AS VACANT ANO AS IMPROVED.
CONSIDERATION WAS GIVEN TO THOSE USES WHICH ARE; LEGALLY POSSIBLE OR PROFITABLE, PHYSICALLY
POSSIBLE, FINANCIAU.Y FEASIBLE AND MAXIMALLY PRODUCTIVE. IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED BY THIS APPRAISER
THAT THE IMPROVEMENTS CONTRIBUTE VALUE TO THE SITE AND THEY ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE HIGHEST ANO
BEST USE.
COMMENTS REGARDING THE SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL:

IT IS NOTED ON PAGE S.17 OF THIS UNIFORM RESIDENTIAL APPRAISAL REPORT THAT: "THE APPRAISER MAY
EXPAND THE SCOPE OF WORK TO INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONAL RESEARCH OR ANALYSIS NECESSARY BASED ON
THE COMPLEXITY OF THE APPRAISAL ASSIGNMENT", ANO UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THIS ASSIGNMENT WAS
NECESSARY TO INmALLY CORPORATE THE POTENTIAL FOR 'COMPARABLE$" TO INCLUDE AS INCLUSIVE A POOL
AS POSSIBLE TO ELIMINATE ANY POTENTIAL CONCERN FOR BIAS. AS SUCH. THE POTENTIAL COMPARABLE
CONSIDERED IN THIS REPORT WERE INITIALLY ALL POTENTIAL PROPERTIES THAT WERE CURRENTLY OFFERED
FOR SALE IN THE SUBJECrs MLS AREA FOR THE PREVIOUS TWELVE MONTHS, AND ALL OF THE POTENTIAL
PROPERTIES THAT WERE SOLD IN THE PREVIOUS TWELVE MONTHS FOR THE SUBJECTS MLS AREA ftS IDENTIFIED
BY THE PARAGON IMLS DATE. WHICH AT A MINIMUM INDICATED WHAT THE "MARKET POOL• FOR PROPERTIES
WOULD
SIGHT UNSEEN UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THIS (OR ANY) APPRAISAL ASSIGNMENT. THE COST
APPROACH ANO INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE ARE NOT CREDIBLE APPROACHES TO VALUE IN THIS APPRAISAL.

ee

INTENOeo USER;
'THEN INTENDED USER OF THIS APPRAISAL REPORT IS THE LENDER/CLIENT. THE INTENDED USE IS TO EVALUATE
THE PROPERTY THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF THIS APPRAISAL FOR A MORTGAGE FINANCE TRANSACTION, S1JBJECT
TO THE STATED SCOPE OF WORK, PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL, REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF THIS APPRAISAL
REPORT FORM, AND THE DEFINITION OF VALUE. NO ADDITIONAL INTENDED USERS ARE IDENTIFIED BY THE
APPRAISER. .
URAR: FINAL RECONCILIATION:
AFTER CAREFULLY CONSIDERING EACH APPROACH TO VALUE ANALYZED rN THIS REPORT, THE SALES
COMPARISON ANALYSIS IS GIVEN THE MOST CREDENCE, AS IT BEST REFLECTS THE ACTIONS OF BUYERS ANO
SELLERS IN THE CURR~NT MARKET. EACH SALE IS WEIGHTED BASED UPON 1rs RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
SUBJECT. EACH LENDING INSTJTUTION HAS ITS OWN SPECIFIED CRITERIA, INSTRUCTIONS AND LIST OF ITS OWN
APPRAISERS, AND THEIR OWN CHECK LIST. THIS APPRAISAL WAS COMPLETED FOR ABOVE LISTED COMPANY
ANO IS NOT TRANSFERABLE

CllckFORMS Appraisal Software 800·622·8727
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SUBJECT PHOTO ADDENDUM

FUe No,

14871

Case No,

Propctty Alilrass
164 62 PLUM RO
Clly CALOWELL

loodm'Cliant

IDAHY F.C.U.

Cooo!y

CANYON

Mdross

Slate
10
Zip Code
83607-9460
76l5 W. RIVERSIDE OR BOISE 10 83714

FRONT Of
SUBJECT PROPERTY
16462 PLUM RO
CALDWELL, ID 83S07·9460

REAR OF
SUBJECT PROPERTY
PHOTO FROM PRIOR INSPECTION

STREET SCENE
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SUBJECT PHOTO ADDENDUM
Borrower

File No.
14871
Case No.

NIA

PropertyAddms
16462 PLUM RD
Cl!y CALDWELL
Lender/Client
IDAHY F.C.U.

County

CANYON

Adthu

Stale

ID

Zip Code

7615 W. RIVERSIDE DR, BOISE, ID 83714

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

I

·--·-·-----· · ·~· --·-. ·--··-j
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Fiie No.

14871

Cesef"Q.
Bolro\Yff

NIA

PrQj?ert( Addl'Uf
16462 PLUM RO
C!ty CALOWELL

looder/Client

IDAHY F.C.U.

County

CANYON
Stale
10
Zip Cocle
Address 7515 W. RIVERSIDE DR, BOISE, ID 83714

83607-9460

COMPARABLE SALE #
7682 RIVER FRONT DR
MARSING

COMPARABLE SALE fl.

2

22165 HOSKINS RD
CALDWELL

COMPARABLE SALE#

3

1103 WASH
CALDWELL
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COMPARABLES 4- 5~

Borrower

NIA

Pll')perty Adctess
16-462 PLUM RD
uty CALOWELL

lenderlClent

File No.
14871
Case No.

IDAHY F.C-U.

Coonty

CANYON

Stale

ID

Zip Codi!

83607-9460

Addre ss 7615 w. RIVERSIDE DR BOISE, 10 83714

4

COMPARABLE SALE if
11937 SHALAKO
CALDWELL

COMPARABLE SALE I
13158 CRESCENT OR
NAMPA

5

COMPARABLE SALE#
10421 PHEASANT LANE

6

NAMPA
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Bull Appraisals (208) 337-4105

One-Unit Residential Appraisal Field Review Report

10399
File#
The purpose of this appraisal field review report is to provide the lender/client with an opinion on the accuracy of the appraisal report under review.
Prnoertv Address 16462 Plum Rd
Citv Caldwell
Slate ID
Zip Code 83607-9460
Borrower Valerie Hruza
Owner of Public Record Valerie Hruza
Countv Canvon
Leoal Descriotion See attached Exhibit "A"
Assessor's Parcel# R332910000
Map Reference S10T3N R4W Census Tract 0223 00
Prooertv Rioh!s Aooraised
fXl Fee Simole r l leasehold f l Omer (describe)
Project Tvoe I I Condo
PUD 0 Cooperative
Loan#
Effective Date of Appraisal Under Review 06/13/2007
Manufactured Home 0 Yes !?<l No
Lender/Client Collins & Coldwell, LLC
Address 700 17th Sl Suite 1820, Denver CO 80202
1>! •.rSECTION 1-,COMPLETEFORALL ASSIGNMENTS<\ ·>r·'•>>·•·•
.'.·.;
.-.;; · ,_, ,_ .
r>·· ~'·.r<("r.:.·,
' ;; ,;.~;;J,),,L '"'' :> .;./ '· "'
1. Is the information in the subiect section comolete and accurate?
[XJ Yes [ 1 No If Yes, provide a brief summary. ~No. explain
All information is correct.

n

< ,.,. ' .,

2. Is the inlormation in the contract section complete and accurate?
sale it was a refinance.

IX! Yes

I I No

n

Not Applicable

If Yes, provide a brief summarv. ff No, exolain

Not a

3. Is !he information in the neiohborhood section comolete and accurate?
I I Yes M No tt Yes, orovide a brief summarv. tt No, explain
The subiect is
located six miles southwest from the center of Caldwell in a farmino area. There are no $1 500 000 orooerties in the area. The land use was 15% one
unit 2% commercial and 83% land. Also the aooraiser has the subiect in Parma (Parma is 20 miles north). No information in this section is accurate.
On the addendum the aooraiser states the subiect Is In the citv of Caldwell.

4. Is the Information in the srte section comolete and accurate?
f l Yes fXl No If Yes, orovide a brief summarv. ff No, exolain
The site information
is correct oer mv information from the countv as of todav's date. There is no information about the easement for the drive lo the subject or If it Is
deeded. It ooes across other sites. A ten acre site in Eaole sold much hiaher than in subiect's area.

5. Is the data in the imorovements section comolete and accurate?
fXl Yes [] No If Yes, orovide a brief summarv. tt No, explain
11 is assumed that it is.
I consider the subiect in averaoe condition for it's aoe as of the date of the aooraisal. It is an extraordinarv assumotion the mans drawinos and
information in the aooraisal is correct and not like the neiohborhood section. The subiect was built for a doctor. The desion is like a oersonal older
house. There is a oood view. The subiect is in averaae condition for it's aoe. Per the countv records and as noted the subiect sold in 2005 for
·$240 000. This was with ten acres.

6. Are the comparable sales selected locationally, physically, and functional~ the most similar to the subject property?
0 Yes C8) No If Yes, provide a brief
summarv. ~No, orovide a detailed exnlanation as to whv thev are not the best comoarable sales.
Sale #1 is 3 134 souare feet with a basement of 1 913
"
$1 160 000. Sale #3 sold for $1 200 000 and had a barn. Sale #4 is okav. Sale #5 is not in the MLS. It also is in Caldwell
not Eaole. Sale #6 is in Namoa and had an offer of $950 000 as of the date of the aooraisal.lt also had 3 186 sauare feet with a basement of 1 576
sauare feet. The Eaole area is a much hiaher oriced area than the subiect's area. It is the hiahest oriced area in the vallev (ask anv aooraiser). No
adlustments were made for the area. Site sales show in the Caldwell area 10 acres is $475 000 and in Eaale $950 000. You could net 35 acres for
$495 000 in subject's area. Most sales are further than stated from the subiect
7. Are Ille dala and analysis {including the individual adjustments) presented in the sales comparison approach complete and accurate?
It Yes, orovide a brief summarv. ff No, exolain
Land sales - oer acre okav. Adiustment for aoe I adiusted under condition. $3 000 for a
bath $30.00 oer sauare feet okav. Basement $20 Garaae should be $3 000 oer bav. Fireolace okav. Shoo should be $10 000 or more for larae
shoo. See attached four new sales.

In Yes rxl No

B. Are the data and analvsis oresented in the income and cost approaches comolete and accurate?
i I Yes IX1 No I I Not develooed
Site value much to hiah. Marshall & Swift usina aood aualitv is much lower than $138.00 and the oaraae is under 30.00

[XJ Yes QNo
9. Is the sale or transfer history reported for the subject property and each of the comparable sales complete and accurate?
summarv. tt No, analvze and reoort the correct sale or transfer historv and tile data source(s).
This information is correct.

If No, explain

II Yes. provide a brief

i O. Is the opinion of market value in the appraisal report under review accurate as of the effective date of the appraisal report?

O Yes C8l No ff No, complete Section II.
Freddie Mac Form 1032 March 2005

Fannie Mae Forrn 2000 March 2005
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One-Unit Residential Appraisal Field Review Report

File# 10399
•. SECTIOll 11 ... COMPLETE ONLY IF.REV!EWAPPRAiSER A.NSWERS "Nd' TOQUESTION toJN SECTION l "·
"' ' •>.·
1. Provide detailed reasonino for disaoreernent wilh !he ooinion of value in the appraisal reoort under review.
The sales used were in a totallv different market area with
no deduction for location. The aooraiser used listinas and aave weiaht to them in his value. Per USP AP this is not allowed unless vou are aooraisinq in
the future.
'" '/od·

'>;i"'c;;>""'·."·""-·• "'•':/

2. State all extraordinalV assurnolions used li.e. oross living area, room count. condition, etc.).

The extraordinarv assumotion is the annraiser has stated the

subject's condition and size as thev are.

3. Provide a new opinion of value as of the effective date of the appraisal report under review using !he below sales comparison analysis grid.
(NOTE: This may or may not include the use of tile same comparable sales in the appraisal report under review.)
FEATURE
SUBJECT
COMPARABLE SALE# 1
COMPARABLE SALE # 2
COMPARABLE SALE# 3
16462 Plum Rd
15225 Farmway
17924 Plum
15886 Quartz
Caldwell ID 63607-9460
Caldwell ID
Caldwell ID
Caldwell ID
Proximity to Subiect
!<'·•'"·'·'•·'"'·''·····
"·'
...
1:1.''.:."i .• ·." "·'"''$
Sale Price
$
540.000
700000 ••""•/;'••:';.:•:>:< ....... $
765 000 : . . •)'<>•' :•• .. $
Sale Pric(\/Gross Liv. Area
$
so.ft. $ 211.74 so.ttJ,..:.,., . ,."." "': $ 251.15 SQ.ft. ;. .: : " ·•· ..'•' .·· $ 166.98 SQ.ft.l°i''"':·,, . <J:Ci'.,:
Data Sourcelsl
MLS
MLS/Owner
MLS
Verification Sourcelsl
.••.,.•·.<·•·"'·"·::{""';.•: lnsoection from street
lnsoection from street
lnsoection from street
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
+H $ Adiustment
DESCRIPTION
+H $ Adiustment
DESCRIPTION
+H $ Adiustment
Sales or Financing
Cash
Conv
Cash
Concessions
None
None
None
Date of Sal!'/Time
3/2007
712006
12/2006
Location
Suburban/Ava Suburban/Ava+
Suburban
-30 000 Suburban
Si mole
FeeSimole
Fee Simole
Fee Simole
Fee Simple
+20 000
Site
5.02 acres
2.2 acres
+28 000 7.27 acres
-23 000 3.0 acres
View
Vallev/Good
Mountains/Ava
+5 000
+5 000 Area/Good
land/Ava
!? ~tnrv
Desion IStvlel
Tudor
2 Storv
Ranch
Quality of Construction
Averaae
Averaae
Averaae
Averaae
Actual Aoe
-25 20( 2
-38 600
-193009
15
10
Condition
-10 000
Good
-10 000 Good
Averaae
Averaoe
Tola! IBdrmsl Baths
Above Grade
Total IBdrms!Balhs Total /Bdrms!Baths
Total IBdrrns/ Batfls
+1 500
Room Count
11 I 4 I 3
+3 000 11 I 3 I 2.5
11 I 4 I 2.5
+1 500 B I 3 I 2
3 234 so.ft.
+65 700
Gross Livlno Area
5 464 so.ft.
3 306 so.ft.
3 046 SQ.ft.
+72 500
+64 700
Basement & Finished
None
None
None
None
Rooms Below Grade
None
None
None
None
Functional Utility
Averaae
Averaae
Averaae
Averaae
Gfa/cac
Gfa/cac
Healin!l/Coolino
Gfa/cac
Gfa/cac
Averaae
Enerov Efficient Items
Averaoe
Averaoe
Averaae
.3 000
Garao(\/Caroort
2 car aaraae
4 car oaraae
-6 000 3 car aaraae
-3 000 3 car aaraoe
Patio
PorctVPatio/Deck
Patio
Patio
Patio
-15 000 Shoo
-10 000
Tennis Court
Brn Pool Tennis
-10 000 Barn Shoo.Stall
Other
Address

'.•>i""•'<'•···>·:·•

~

illi

Net Adjustment (Total)
[XJ+ fl· $
33 900 fl+ [XJ - $
Adjusted Sale Price
Net Adj.
4.8 %
Net Adi.
0.1 %
of Comparables
Gross Adj. 23.5 % $
733 900 Gross Adi. 19.8 % $
I 1XJ did I I did not research the sale or transfer hislOIV of the above comoarable sales. If not exolain

r l·

fX1 +

$

30 600

Net Adj.
5.7 %
764,300 Gross Adj. 28.5 % $

570,600

-700

IMv research I l did [8J did oot reveal anv orior sales or transfers of the comoarable sales for the year orior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data sourcelsl Countv
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or lransfer history of Iha above comparable sales (report additional prior sales on an
addendum).
COMPARABLE SALE# 3
ITEM
COMPARABLE SALE# 1
COMPARABLE SALE # 2
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
11/10/2005
None
None
None
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
1$740 000
None
MLS
Data Sourcelsl
MLS/File
MLS
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
6/13/2007
6113/2007
6/1312007
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history for the comparable sales. The subject has not sold in the past three years other than stated.

Summary of Value Conclusion {including detailed support for the opinion of value and reasons why the new comparable sales are better than the sales used
in the aooraisal reoort under reviewl.
Usina the new sales and aivina them all eaual weiaht there is a ranae from $570 600 to $733 900.

RE\ll~'APPRAISER'S OPINION OF MARKET VAlUE(Re{Juiied only if review appraiseransl'iered 'No' ta Questfoo 10 In Section 11

........ ........
··

:

...

..

....

.... ·...

....

Based on a ~ visual inspection of the eX1erior areas of !he subject property from a1 least the street or 0 complele visual inspeclion of the
interior and ex:terior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, slatement of assumptions and limiling conditions, and appraiser's
,as of
cenification, my opinion of lhe market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subjecl of this report is $
652,000
, which is lhe effective dale of the appraisal report under review.
06/13/2007
Freddie Mac Form 1032 March 2005
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One-Unit Residential Appraisal Field Review Report

File#

10399

SCOPE OF WORK

The scape of work for 1his appraisal field review is defined by the complexity of the appraisal report under review and lhe reporting requirements of this
report form, including the following statement of assumptions and limi!ing conditions, and certifications. The review appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) read
the entire appraisal report under review, (2) perform a visual inspection of the exterior areas of the subject property from at least the street, (3) inspect the
neighborhood, (4) inspect each of the comparable sales from at least the street, (5) pertorm da!a research and analysis to determine the appropriateness
and accuracy of the data in the appraisal report, (6) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources, (7) determine the accuracy
of the opinion of value, and (8) assume the property condition reported in the appraisal report is accurate unless there is evidence to the contrary.
If the review appraiser determines that the opinion of value in the report under review is not accurate, he or she is required to provide an opinion of market
value. The review appraiser is not required to replicate· the steps completed by the original appraiser that !he review appraiser believes to be reliable and in
compliance with the applicable real property appraisal development standards of the Unifomn Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. Those items in
the appraisal report under review are extended to this report by the use of an extraordinary assumption, which is identfiied in Section II, Question 2. If the
review appraiser determines that the opinion of value is not accurate, he or she must present additional data that has been researched, verified, and
analyzed to produce an accurate opinion of value in accordance with the applicable sections of Standard 1 of the Uniform Standands of Professional
Appraisal Practice.
· /.INTENDED. USE

.;~ff·'.< }j.fr::•.1c~;

,•P. ;:>

£1~1;

,,:.·'.GUIDANCE FOR COMPLETING THE ONE~UNITRESIDENTIAL APPRAISAL FIELD REV.IEW REPORT

The appraisal review funcoon is important to maintaining the integrity of both the appraisal and loan undeiwriting processes. The following guidance is
intended to aid the review appraiser with the development and reporting of an appraisal field review:

1. The review appraiser must be the individual who personally read the entire appraisal report, pertormed a visual inspection of the exterior areas of the
subject property from at /east the street, inspected the neighborhood, inspected each of the comparable sales from at least the street, pertormed the
data research and analysis, and prepared and signed this report.

2. The review appraiser must focus his or her comments on the appraisal report under review and not Include personal opinions about the appraiser(s)
who prepared the appraisal.

3. The lender/client has withheld the identity of the appraiser(s) who prepared the appraisal report under review, unless otherwise indicated in this report
4. The review appraiser must assume that the condttion of the property reported in the appraisal report is accurate, unless there is evidence to the
contraiy.

5. This One-Unit Residential Appraisal Field Review Report is divided into two sections. Section I must be completed for all assignments. Section II must
be completed only if the answer to Question 1oin Section I is "No:

6. The review appraiser must detenmine whether the opinion of market value is accurate and adequately supported by market evidence. When the review
appraiser disagrees with the opinion of value, he or she must complete Section IL Because appraisers opinions can vary, the review appraiser must
have conclusive evidence that the opinion of value is not accurate.
7. The review appraiser must explain why the comparable sales in the appraisal report under review should not have been used. Simply stating: 'see grtd"
is unacceptable. The review appraiser must explain and support his or her conclusions.
8. The review appraiser must form an opinion about the overall accuracy and quality of the data in the appraisal report under review. The objective is to
detenmine whether material enrors exist and what effect they have on the opinions and conclusions in the appraisal report under review. When the
review appraiser agrees that tile data is essentially correct (although minor errors may exist), he or she must summarize the overall findings. When the
review appraiser determines that matertal errors exist in the data, he or she must identify them, comment on their overall effect on the opinions and
conclusions in the appraisal report under review, and include the correct information.
9. The Questions in Section I are intended to identify both the positive and negative elements of the appraisal under review and to report deficiencies. The
review appraiser must make it clear to the reader what effect the deficiencies have on the opinions and conclusions in the appraisal report. Simple 'Yes"
and "No" answers are unacceptable.
10. The review appraiser must provide specific, supportable reasons for disagreeing with the opinion of value in the appraisal report under review in
response to Question 1 in Section II.
11. The review appraiser must identify any extraordinary assumptions that were necessary in order to arrive at his or her opinion of market value.
Extraordinary assumptions include the use of information from the appraisal report under review that the review appraiser concludes is reliable (such as
an assumption that the reported condition of the subject property is accurate).

12. The review appraiser must include the rationale for using new comparable sales. The following question must be answered: Why are these new
comparable sales better than the sales in the appraisal report under review?
13. The new comparable sales provided by the review appraiser and reported in the sales compalison analysis grid must have closed on or before the
effective date of the appraisal report under review. It may be appropriate to include data that was not available to the original appraiser as of the
effective date of the original appraisal; however, that infomnation should be reported as 'supplemental' to the data that would have been available to the
original appraiser.

14. The review appraiser must provide a sale or transfer history of the new comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior to the date of sale of the
comparable sale. The review appraiser must analyze the sale or transfer data and report the effect, if any, on the review appraisers conclusions.
15. A review of an appraisal on a unit in a condominium, cooperative, or PUD project requires the review appraiser to analyze the project information in the
appraisal report under review and comment on its completeness and accuracy.
16. An appraisal review of a manufactured home requires the review appraiser to assume that the HUD data plate inlormation is correct. unless information
to the contrary is available. In such cases, the review appraiser must identify the source of the data.

17. The review appraisers opinion ot market value must be 'as of" the effective date of the appraisal report under review.
Freddie Mac Form 1032 March 2005
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One-Unit Residential Appraisal Field Review Report
' ·STATEMENT OFASSUMPTJONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS ·

1. The review appraiser wil not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property that is the subject of the appraisal under review or
the title to it, except for information that he or she became aware of durtng 1he research involved in pertorrning this appraisal review. The review
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.
2. The review appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she perfornned a review of the appraisal of /he property in question, unless
specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otheiwise required by law.

3. Unless otheiwise stated in this appraisal field review report, the review appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or
adverse conditions of the property {such as but not limited to, needed repairs. deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such cond[ions and makes no
guarantees or warranties, expressed or implied. The review appraiser will not be responsible for any such condftions that do exist or for any engineering
or testing that might be required to discover whether such condttions exist Because the review appraiser is not an expert in U1e field of environmental
hazards, this appraisal field review report must not be considered as an environmental assessment of the property.
•· • REVIEW APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION

The Review Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal field review in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in this appraisal field
review report
2. I pertormed this appraisal field review in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were
adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board ol The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal field review
report was prepared.
3. I have the knowledge and experience to pertorm appraisals and review appraisals for this type of property in this market area.
4. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing services, tax assessment
records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.
5. I obtained the infornnation, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisaJ field review report from reliable sources
that I believe to be true and correct.
6. I have not knowingly wtthheld any significant information from this appraisal field review report and, to the best of my knowledge, all statements and
infomnation in this appraisaJ field review report are true and correct.
7. I stated in this appraisal field review report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis. opinions, and conclusions, which are subject only to
the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal field review report
8. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or prospective personal interest or bias
with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value (tt any) In this
appraisal field review report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective
owners or occupants of the subject property or of the present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other
basis prohibited by law.
9. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal lield review or any future or anticipated appraisals or appraisal field reviews was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that f would report (or present analysis supporting) a predetermined specific value,
a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of any party, or the attainment of a specific result or
occurrence of a specific subsequent event {such as approval of a pending mortgage loan application).
10. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal field review report. I further certify that no one
provided significant professional assistance to me in the development of this appraisal field review report. I have not authorized anyone to make a
change to any item in this appraisal field review report; therefore, any change made lo this appraisal field review report is unauthorized and I will take no
responsibility for it.
11. I identffied the lender/client in this appraisal field review report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that ordered and will
receive this appraisal field review report.
12. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal field review report to: the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers;
government sponsored enterprises; other secondary market participants; professional appraisal oryanizations; any department, agency, or
instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to obtain the review appraiser's
consent Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal field review report may be disclosed or distrtbuted to any other party (including, but not
limited to, the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media).
13. The mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage insurers. government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely
on this appraisal field review report as part of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.
14. If this appraisal field review report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are defined in applicable
federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this appraisal field review report containing a copy or
representation of my signature, the appraisal field review report shaH be as effective, enforceable and valid as if a paper version of this appraisal field
review report were delivered containing my original hand wrttten signature.
15. Any intentional or negligent rnisrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal field review report may result in civil liability and/or criminal penalties
including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States Gode, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state
laws.
LENDER/CLIENT

REVIEW APPRAISER /'si'>i' ·

Signature.~,

Name ------------------~
Company Name Collins & Coldwell LLC
Company Address 700 17th St, Suite 1820, Denver, CO 80202

Name p{rj~
Company Name Bull Appraisal Service
Company Address P.O. Box632 Caldwell ID 83606
Telephone Number ~{2=0~8~)3=3~7_-4~1~05~--------
Email Address bullappralsal@cableone.net
Date of Signature and Report
September 28, 2010
State Certification # ~C~G~A~-2~6~4_1- - - - - - - - - - or State License #
State -"ID,,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date of Certification or License
Freddie Mac Fomn 1032 March 2005
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LENDER/CLIENT OF THE APPRAISAL UNDER REVIEW

Name -~~-~~~-~-~~----~-Company Address

Reviewer's Opinion of Market Value$ 652,000
Date 06/13/2007
Only if review appraiser answered "No" to Questions 10, in Section L
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One-Unit Residential Appraisal Field Review Report

File# 10399
FEATURE
SUBJECT
COMPARABLE SALE #4
COMPARABLE SALE # 5
COMPARABLE SALE # 6
Address
16462 Plum Rd
12370 White Chapel
Caldwell ID 83607-9460
Namoa ID
Proximitv to Subiect
; ;:.. :: ·. · · -·
• $
Sale Price
$
· ·-: •
.· .:,:.. $
655 900 .
.· .· : ·.· $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area
$
so.tt. $ 118.31 so.ft.
.,_,. .; ·:...-' $
so.tt. ·
SQ.ft.
::, : · •
Data Sourcelsl
<' ·. ·· •'i/:,>c- MLS
Verification Sourcelsl
'··; ':: ::. ::··;:-: · lnsoection from street
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
+(·) $ Adiustmem
DESCRIPTION
+(-) $ Adjuslmenl
OESCRIPTiON
+(·) S Adiustrnent
Sales or Financing
1;-.::,)j;;;:;;:;.;:-;; : Conv
Concessions
1:::,:"Y''"/'::::-·~i'J·: None
Date of Sale/Time
,, :-. · •··
6/2006
Location
Suburban/Ava Suburban
leasehold/Fee Simple
IF"" t:imole
Fee Simole
Site
5.02 acres
.54 acres
+45 000
View
Vallev/Good
ResidentiaVAva
+5 000
Desian ISlvlel
Tudor
2 StotY
Qualitv of Construction
Averaae
Averane
Actual Aoe
15
-36 100
5
Condition
Averane
Good
-10 000
Above Grade
Total IBdrmsl Baths Total IBdrms I Baths
Total IBdrmsl Saths
Tola! IBdrmsl Balhs
Room Count
11 I 4 I 3
9 I 5 I 4
I
I
I
I
-3 000
Gross Uvino Area
5 464 so.ft.
so.ft.
5 544 so.ft.
-2 300
so.ft.
Basement & finished
None
1,265SF100%
-25,300
Rooms Below Grade
None
None
-3 000
Functional Utililv
Averaae
Averaae
Heatina/Coo/ina
Gfa/cac
Gfalcac
Enerov Efficient Items
Averane
Averaae
Garaafl/Garnort
2 car narane
-6 000
4 caroaraae
Porch/Patio/Deck
Patio
Patio
Other
Tennis Court
None
+2000

<'

NetAdiustmentlTotall
'•" ';.;:•;cJ,•'J
I I+ [:><:]- $
-33700 I J+ l 1- $
lJ+ I J· $
Adjusted Sale Price
~~ ';:f!YJ.;;~f,3:2,rt.\. ~I Net Adj.
5.1 %
Net Adj.
%
Net Adj.
%
of Comoarables
~Gross Adi. 21.0 % $
622 200 Gross Adj.
%$
Gross Adj.
%$
Reoort the results of the research and analvsis of the olior sale or transfer historv of the above comparable sales !report additional prior sales on an addendum).
ITEM
COMPARABLE SALE# 4
COMPARABLE SALE# 5
COMPARABLE SALE # 6
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
None
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
None
Data Sourcels\
MLS
Effective Date of Data Sourcels\
6/13/2007
Analvsis of orior sale or transfer historv for the comoarable sales.

Analvsis/Commems
Sale #1 #2 and #3 are close to the subiect. Sale #4 is in Namna and used because it is larqer. Sale #1 is on Lake Lowell on
a smaller stte with less of a view. It is smaller with a 4 car aaraae. oool tennis courts hot tub and small shoo. Sale #2 is on the same road as the
subiect. It is on a laraer site. It is new and in aood condition. It is smaller with a 3 car aaraae larae shoo/barn horse stalls shed and storaae buildinn.
Sale #3 is on a smaller site. It is newer and smaller. It has a 3 car aaraae and a larae shoo. Sale #4 is on a smaller site new and in ooad condition. It
is lamer with a finished basement 4 car aaraoe and no tennis courts. All sales have an adiustment of .0055 oer vear for aoe. I have been in Sale #1
#2 and #3.
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DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring In a competitive and open market
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not
affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from
seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both parties are well informed or well advised,
and each acting in what they considers their own best interest; (3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4)
payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dol:ars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents
the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone
associated with the sale.
SCOPE OF REVIEW: The scope of this review is limited to the information being provided by the original appraiser, form an opinion
as to the apparent adequacy and relevance of the data and the propriety of any adjustments to the data; fonm and opinion as to the
appropriateness of the appraisal methods and techniques used and develop the reasons for any disagreement; form an opinion as to
whether the analyses, opinions, and conclusions in the report under review are appropriale and reasonable, and develop the reasons for
any disagreement.

CERTIFICATION AND STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS
CERTIFICATION: The reviewer certifies and agrees that, to the best of his/her knowledge and belief:

1. The facts and data reported by the Reviewer and used in the review process are true and correct.
2. The analyses, opinions, and conclusions in this review report are limited only by the assumptions and limiting conditions stated In this
review report, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinion, and conclusions.

3. Unless stated elsewhere, I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and I have no
personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.

4. My compensation is not contingent on an action or event resulting from the analyses, opinions, or conclusions in, or the use of, this
review report.

5. My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed and this review report was prepared in conformity with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

6. Unless stated elsewhere in this report, I did not personally inspect the exterior subject property.
7. No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this review report.
CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The certification of the Reviewer appearing in the review report is subject to the
following conditions and to such other specific and limiting conditions as are set forth by the Reviewer in the review report.

1. The Reviewer assumes no responsibility for matters of a legal nature affecting the property which is the subject of this review or the
title thereto, nor does the Reviewer render any opinion as to the title, which is assumed to be good and marketable.
2. The Reviewer is not required to give testimony or appear in court because of having made the review, unless arrangements have
been previously made therefor.

3. The Reviewer assumes that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or structures, which would render
It more or less valuable. The Reviewer assumes no responsibility for such conditions, or for engineering which might be required to
discover such factors.

4. Information, estimates, and opinions furnished to the Reviewer, and contained in the review report, were obtained from sources
considered reliable and believed to be true and correct. However, no responsibility for accuracy of such items furnished the Reviewer
can be assumed by the Reviewer.

5. Disclosure of the contents of the report is governed by the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice and the Bylaws and
Regulations of the professional appraisal organizations with which the Reviewer is associated.
6. Neither all, nor any part of the content of the review report, or copy thereof {including the conclusions of the review, the identity of the
Reviewer, professional designations, reference to any professional appraisal organizations, or the firm with which the Reviewer is
comected), shall be used for any purpose by anyone but the client specified in the review report, its successors and assigns,
professional appraisal organizations, any state or federally approved financial institution, any department, agency, or Instrumentality of
the United States or any state or the District of Columbia, without the previous written consent and approval of the Reviewer.

7. No change of any item in the review report shall be made by anyone other than the Reviewer and the Reviewer shall have no
responsibility for any such unauthorized change.

APPRAISER:

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (only if required):

Name:

Signature:~'
~

Name:-------------------

Date Signed: September28, 2010
State Certification#:-'C=-G=A'-'--=2"'84-'-1'--------------or State License#:
State: ID
Expiration Date of Certification or License: 8/12/2011

State Certification#:--------------or State License #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Slate: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date of Certification or License: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature:-----------------Dale S i g n e d : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

Did

0

Bub Appraisals (208) 337·4105
Form RLC_DEFD- "WinTOTAL' appraisal software by a la mode, inc.
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TEXT ADDENDUM

ADDENDUM

SCOPE OF WORK:
The scope of this review has been to perform an opinion as to the completeness of the original appraisal
including adequacy and relevance of the data, and the appropriateness of the appraisal methods and
techniques used. Develop an opinion of value in the work of the review.
16462 Plum Road, Caldwell, Idaho is the subject of the appraisal under review. The date of the review is
September 22, 2010. Ownership of the property is in fee simple title. The date of the original appraisal
under review was June 13, 2007 and the original appraiser was A Wade Massey.
In the process of this review, the sales information was reviewed on the comparable sales and on the
subject, if applicable, one field review was made. This report is based on extraordinary assumptions in
that the original appraiser is accurate in the subjects condition, quality, etc.
INTENDED USE/INTENDED USER:
This review report is intended for use in reviewing an appraisal for mortgage financing. It is not intended
for any other use. The intended user is the client. No other user is intended or authorized.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
Borrower/Client
Property Address
Citv
Lender

Valerie Hruza
16462 Plum Rd
Caldwell
Collins & Coldwell LLC

Countv Canvon

File No 10399

State ID

Zio Code 83607-9460

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
This appraisal has not been made in compliance with the appraisal inspection standards of FHA or VA
guidelines. Unless otherwise noted, no inspections of the interior of the crawl space or attic areas have
been made by the appraiser.
If you desire inspections of the crawl space and attic areas, we recommend you obtain the services of a
professional home inspector.
The purpose of this appraisal is to arrive at an opinion of reasonable market value. The appraiser is not
trained nor qualified to professional determine the functional adequacy of individual components such as
heating and air conditioning systems, plumbing systems, and electrical systems. The appraiser is not
trained nor qualified to professionally determine pest infestation, such as termites, nor the adequacy of
structural components such as foundations and roof systems.
The appraiser is not trained nor qualified to complete a professional home inspection. Likewise, home
inspectors are not trained nor qualified to complete appraisals.
This appraisal report is not evidence that any of the components and systems mentioned above are free
from defects.
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PRIVACY POLICY
Borrower/Client
Property Address
City
Lender

Valerie Hruza
164 62 Plum Rd
Caldwell
Collins & Coldwell LLC

County Canvon

File No 10399

Siale ID

Zip Code

83607~9460

PRIVACY POLICY
•Our privacy principles: We are committed to protecting our clients' personal and financial information.
This privacy statement addresses what nonpublic personal information we collect, what we do with it,
and how we protect it.
*What information we collect: We may collect and maintain several types of personal information in
the course of providing you with appraisal services, such as:

* Information we receive from you on applications, letters of engagement, correspondence, or
conversations, including, but not limited to, your name, address, phone number, social security number,
date of birth, bank records, salary information, the income and expenses associated with the subject
property, the safe price of the subject property, and the details of any financing on the subject property.
* Information about your transactions with us, our affiliates or others, including, but not limited to,
payments history, parties to transactions and other financial information.
* Information we receive from a consumer reporting agency such as a credit history.
* What information we may disclose: We may disclose the nonpublic personal information about you
described above, primarily to provide you with the appraisal services you seek from us. We do not
pisclose nonpublic personal information about clients or former clients except as required or permitted by
law.
*Who we share the information with: Unless you tell us not to, we may disclose nonpublic personal
information about you to the following types of third parties:
* Financial service providers, such as banks and lending institutions.
• Non-financial companies.

• We consider privacy to be fundamental to our relationship with clients. We are committed to
maintaining the confidentiality, integrity and security of clients' personal information. Internal policies
have been developed to protect this confidentiality, while allowing client needs to be served.
• We restrict access to personal information to authorized individuals who need to know this information
to provide services and products for you. We maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards
that comply with federal standards to protect your nonpublic personal information. We do not disclose
this information about you or any former consumers or customers to anyone, except as permitted by law.
The law permits us to share this information with our affiliates. The law also permits us to share this
information with companies that perform marketing services for us, or other financial institutions that
have joint marketing agreements with us.
• When we share nonpublic information referred to above, the information is made available for limited
purposes and under controlled circumstances. We require third parties to comply with our standards for
security and confidentiality. We do not permit use of consumer/customer information for any other
purpose nor do we permit third parties to rent, sell, trade or otherwise release or disclose information to
any other party.
• But may limit information shared about you. If you prefer that we not disclose nonpublic personal
information about you to third parties, you may opt out of those disclosures, that is, you may direct us not
to make those disclosures (other than those permitted by law). If you wish to opt out contact us at
208-337-4105 or write us at Bull Appraisal Service, P.O. Box 632, Caldwell, ID 83606.
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